Introduction
Number theory and combinatorics (including graph theory) are closely related areas of mathematics. This paper gives one more example which confirms this opinion.
Namely, it proves that counting isomorphism types of certain maximal graphs (in particular of those without 1-factors) is a problem of the additive theory of numbers. Simply this problem resolves itself into counting certain restricted partitions of some positive integers into odd parts.
In Sections 2 and 3 there are found auxiliary recurrence equations for the numbers of partitions of certain integers into definite number of odd parts. One of these formulae can be used for the effective tabulation of an auxiliary function of two variables. Summing up those of its values which form a definite part of a column of the table, we obtain one of the desired numbers of isomorphism types. We have not succeeded in finding a general recursibn formula for these numbers without involving the auxiliary function U> (or one of its equivalents <Pk).
Section 1 gives graph-theoretical essentials including Mader's characterization of maximal graphs of a given order and with a given deficiency. Section 2 gives necessary information from the theory of partitions. The extensions of the formal power series method are outlined [8] .
Some simplifications are indicated.
-447 - The union G^ u G^: ^V^uVg, E^uE^ of disjoint graphs G^ and Gg is denoted by G^ + Gg. Similarly, X! G^ denotes the union of mutually disjoint graphs G^. The symbol G^*G2 stands for the join of two disjoint graphs G^ and G2,which equals G1+G2 together with all possible edges with one end-vertex from V^ and the other from V2.
Incidence of a vertex and an edge, isomorphism of graphs (denoted by ^ or simply by the equality sign = ), and isomorphism type of a graph are notions borrowed from the general theory of complexes. Two different vertices or two different edges are adjacent if they are simulataneously incident to another simplex (an edge or a vertex, respectively).The degree d(x,G) of a vertex x in G is the number of edges of G incident to x. 
from which, putting z = 1 (what is admissible),we can obtain another identity.
The above results enable us to give the following number--theoretical interpretations of p'(s,r). Namely, p'(s,r) is the number of partitions:
(i) of s into r odd parts (with repetitions permitted); (i') of s into parts the maximal of which equals r and is the only part which appears an odd number of times in each of those partitions;
(ii) of s-r into even parts not exceeding 2t; (ii 1 ) of s-r into at most 2r parts each of which appears an even number of times;, (iii) of (s-r)/2 into parts not exceeding r, i.e., (2.10) p'(s,r) = P r (^) i (iii') of (s-r)/2 into at most r parts;
(iv) of (s+r)/2 with the maximal part r;
(iv') of (s+r)/2 into r parts.
In fact, the interpretation (i) follows from (2.2) and (2.1), while (ii) follows from (2.9) and (2. Moreover, since (p^Xnjh.) >c, therefore, "by (3.4-) and (3.3), f^(n) with keN is non-zero only if n+k is even and 0 < k <n-2. In general, f^Cn) t 0 k e {-n-2, -n, <-n+2,... ,n-2] and n e N = [ 0,1..} .
In order to simplify the recurrence equation ( Hence it ¡follows that we actually may consider ( J> as the function of two variables only. So, by (3.6), (3.9) <f k (n, h) (n+k+2, h+k+2) , and, by (3.4), (n-k-2)/2 (n+k+2)/2 ('3.10) f.(n) = S (p(n+k+2, h+k+2) = 2] 0-(n+k<-2, 7). h=0 fj =k+H
Moreover, by (3.5)and (3.9), or by (3.10) and (3.7), we get (3.11) f k (n) = <K2n+2k+4, (n+k+2)/2) -cp(n+3k+4, k+1).
Furthermore, (3.6), (3.1), and (2.10), we have <Kf .»?) = 1-k-2) = p'GS-«?. O = P C( §-2i?)/2).
rence formula (3.7) together with (3.8). The noil-zero values <K §»?) f or £ ^ 24 (and consequently r?412) are given in the coordinate system 0 in Table 1. In this table the values i|)(4n, n) ^ 2 ^(2n,r?) = f Q (2n-2) + 1 (with neN)
are put into small squares. Furthermore, above the line q= £ there are numbers 0,1 ,...,10 which are not the values of i| > . Any of them, 3c say, corresponds to a point, say 0^, which is the nearest of the distinguished points on the line q = Then, when we translate the origine 0 of the coordinate system 0 to 0^, we obtain a new coordinate system, O^' 1 ?' say, in which, according to (3.6) , the values given in the Table 1 can be read off as the values of ip-^.. Table 1   Table 2 gives all non-zero values c£ f k (a) for 2<k+2<n<25 and k<10. Th|e values lying on the left oi the sloped line can be obtained from Table 1 using the formula (3.10). Table  2 gives the numbers of maximal graphs of order n ^ 25 and with deficiency ]$+2, where 0Ck<10.
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